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 The question of whether Hawking evaporation violates unitarity,

 and therefore results in the loss of information, remains unresolve

d since Hawking's seminal discovery 40 years ago.If Hawking radiatio

n does not carry any information out from the ever-shrinking blackho

le, it seems that unitarity, a fundamental assumption in quantum mec

hanics and quantum field theory, is violated once the black hole com

pletely evaporates. On the other hand, attempts to recover informati

on via quantum entanglement lead to the firewall controversy. In thi

s talk, we will first introduce the essence of the black hole inform

ation loss paradox. Then we will review various proposed solutions t

o the paradox with their pros and cons. Attention will be given to t

he cases of black hole remnant and the firewall proposals. Inparticu

lar, we argue that, if thefirewall is located near where the horizon

 would have been, based on the space time evolution up to that time,

 later quantum fluctuations of the Hawking emission rate can cause t



he “teleological'' even thorizon to have migrated to the inside of t

he firewall location, rendering the firewall naked. This casts doubt

 about the notion that firewalls are the “most conservative” soluti

on to the information loss paradox. Last but not least, we suggest t

hat this raging black hole war may hopefully be settled experimental

ly through “accelerating plasma mirrors ” using advanced laser and 

nano-fabrication technologies. 
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